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Nonlinear Resonant Tunneling through an Anderson Impurity at Low Temperature
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The problem of nonlinear resonant tunneling through an Anderson impurity is investigated in this
Letter using a combined approach of Keldysh f'ormalism and 1/iV expansion at zero temperature. We
find that to order l/iV, the Kondo resonance is not destroyed by any finite potential difference between
external probes. The resulting one-electron Green's functions and differential conductance are present-
ed. The effect of finite temperature is discussed.
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Recently there is much interest in the study of trans-
ports in mesoscopic systems with strong electron-electron
correlations [I —10]. It is believed that these systems con-
stitute a new area of research where novel phenomena as-
sociated with quantum coherence in the presence of
electron-electron interaction can be probed. Among oth-
ers, a problem of particular interest is resonant tunneling
through an Anderson impurity in the nonlinear transport
regime [9-11]. In the linear transport regime, it is un-
derstood that the Kondo effect occurs in this system lead-
ing to enhancement in the transmittance of electrons tun-
neling from one probe to another at temperature T ( T~
(Ttr = Kondo temperature) [5,6]. The interesting prob-
lem is whether in the nonlinear regime, where the poten-
tial difference between external probes can be larger than
Tz, a Kondo type effect can still occur. The problem
constitutes a unique example where the effect of non-
equilibrium (finite potential difference) on a nontrivial
quantum coherent system can be studied.

We shall study the problem using the model Hamil-
tonian

~k ~kncr~k pa+ M ~o ~o ~cr+ Un t n j
k„a,q=L, R 0'

+ g (V„ctt„~ + H.c.), (I)
k, o, rl =L,R

where ci,„(ci,„) creates (destroys) an electron with
momentum k and spin cs in the lead l(=rI, R), and c
(c ) creates (destroys) a spin-cr electron on the impurity
site e . U is an on-site Coulomb interaction. Notice that
this model Hamiltonian in fact simulates the physical sit-
uation of a semiconductor quantum dot weakly coupled
to two external reservoirs with e, being a quantized level
in the quantum dot [4]. The new feature here is that the
chemical potentials pL and pR in the two leads may not
be equal.

We shall study the problem at zero temperature using
a combination of Keldysh technique and variation al
wave-function calculation (I/N expansion). The Keldysh
technique is a generalization of the usual many-body ap-
proach to nonequilibrium situations [12-141 where the
interaction U or hopping V„onto the c, site is turned on
adiabatically as a perturbation [10,14]. In the steady

and

G~(co) = 1

co —e, +il —Z (co)
(2a)

G.„(co)=G„„(co)G..(co) [ —Z (co)+2i r, n, (ro)

+2i rRnR(ro)], (2b)

where I =I t + I R, I „=N(0)V„ is the tunneling rate
of the electron from site e, to reservoir rf and n„(co)
=[exp[P(co —p„)]+I[ ' is the occupation of the elec-
trons in the corresponding resevior. G =G * is the ad-
vanced Green's function. Notice that all the statistical
information (i.e., information of the unperturbed state) is

contained in n„(ro) whereas the dynamical information of
the perturbation is contained in the two self-energies.
Notice that for the nonequilibrium situation pL&pR, the
imaginary part of the self-energy Z (co) is in general not
equal to zero on the Fermi surface even at zero tempera-
ture as can be checked by perturbation theory for small U
[IO]. However, the sharp Fermi surface structure in

n„(to) (at zero temperature) remains in G„(ro) [10] in

contrast to the equilibrium situation. This nontrivial be-
havior is a direct consequence of the fact that statistical
and dynamical information for systems described by a
general density matrix are decoupled in general [12,13].
The two properties of the system are related to each other
only in the equilibrium situation through thermodynam-
Ics.

The existence of the sharp Fermi surface for general

pL ~p R leads to an interesting possibility that in the large
U limit and with s ((min(pL, pR), the Kondo effect
occurring at the equilibrium situation which is a conse-

state, the system is characterized by two Green's func-
tions [10], G,„(ro) and G„„(co), where G and G are
Fourier transforms of the retarded Green's functions

GR (t —t') = iH(t ——t') I(c (t)ct(t'))+(ct(t')c (t))1

and G,„(t—t') = —i(c (t)c (t')), respectively. G„„(co)
measures the density of occupied states at energy co [10].
I n the flatband limit, G and G are related to the irre-
ducible retarded self-energy Z (co) and "scattering-in"
self-energy Z (co) by [10]
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quence of the sharp Fermi surface may still remain for pI &pR. We shall study this possibility in the following using the
I/N expansion technique for the infinite-U situation which is known to work well in equilibrium [15]. We shall carry
out the calculation to order O(1/N).

We shall consider temperature T =0 and work with the variation wave-function approach to I/iV expansion (iV is the
number of spin components, N =2 in the physical situation) modified for the nonequilibrium situation. To order I/iV,
our variational wave function is of the form [15,16]

l~&=&, l~&+ 2 nqkls. sqk~&+ 2 pk k q IE''q k s'qk'~&+ 2 &q"k"q'k'qkl(s sq"k"~)(E 'k'sqk~))
k, g, o k', g', k",g",o.'

(3)

where

ls. sqk~& =c2cqk
I
+& IEq'k'sqk~& cq'k ~qk-I &&.

and

~
( ~ss"q"ko') (Eq'k Eqk c'r )) c cq"k" c q'cq'k'a' cqka'I »

~0) represents a state with filled left and right Fermi
seas with chemical potentials pl and pp, respectively,
and with an empty c, level. We shall assume pl & pR in

the following discussions unless specified. 2 is a wave-
function renormalization constant and a, P, y are varia-
tional parameters, The first two terms in the wave func-
tion are of order O(1) in I/iV expansion whereas the last
two terms are of order O(1/iV) [15,16]. Notice that ~+)
is a spin-singlet wave function by construction. To order
O(l/N), variation results in a self-consistent equation for
the ground-state energy

rD
EG =2&),„dsnl. (s)G(EG+s)

I D
+2t RJ dsnR(s)G(EG+s), (4)

where G(z) = I/[z —s, —Z, (z)] is the propagator de-
scribing an occupied s, site [15]. Z, (z) is a self-energy of
order I/iV coming from one particle-hole pair excitations
from the Fermi seas. 2D is the bandwidth of the reser-
voirs. The factor of 2 is coming from summing over
spins. We shall not discuss Z, (z) in detail here except to
point out that the particle and hole are not restricted to
coming from the same Fermi sea in Z, . Configurations
where the particle is coming from one Fermi sea and the
hole from the other Fermi sea are allo~ed. In particular,
in the nonequilibrium situation pl &pR, decay of a parti-
cle (or hole) on the Fermi surface after tunneling to the
opposite Fermi sea is allowed in our wave function (3).

To order O(1) (i.e., neglecting X, ), it is easy to see
that there exist two solutions to Eq. (4), with Ec—(s,—p„—Trq), g=L, Rcorre, sponding to the Kondo effect
associated separately with the left and right Fermi seas,
respectively. Assuming hp =pL —p~)) Tz, the lower en-
ergy (and hence ground state) solution corresponds to
pinning of the Kondo resonance to the left Fermi sea with
Tr, —D(D/&p)gexp[gz(s, —pl )/2I L] where g —FR/I L.
Notice that to this order of approximation, the ground-
state wave function has the Kondo resonance pinned at
only one Fermi surface. Resonance with the other Fermi
surface is not observed in the ground state. We shall see

=Go. (co)+G.+(to), (5a)

and

G,„(ro) = —(i/7r) I mG, , (ro) . (sb)

To compute these Green's functions, one has to compute
the resolvents (z T- EG ~ H) ' sandwiched between our
variational wave function ~+) approximately. The resol-
vents can be computed in a I/iV expansion by inverting
the operators (z T- Eg + H) in a suitably restricted sub-
space [15,16]. The self-energy Z (ro) can be obtained by
looking at G„(ro) ' afterward. The details of these cal-
culations will be presented in a later paper. We shall
summarize our findings here.

First of all, we find that as discussed above, the Fermi
edge structure in G„(ro) remains although ImZ (co)AO,
with G G —Zs/(ro —PL —Tk) in Eq. (2b), where Zg

later that both resonances are in fact observable through
the Green's functions G and G which measure the ex-
citation spectrum of the system. The other resonance ap-
pears as a collective excitation.

Inclusion of the I/N self-energy Z, (z) does not modify
the above physical picture qualitatively except that be-
sides the above solution, there appears another lower
energy solution with EG —[s, pl. —(—pl —p R ) —Tk ].
Physically, besides having a Kondo resonance pinning to
the left Fermi sea, the energy of the system can be
lowered further by moving another electron from the left
Fermi surface to the right Fermi surface. This extra pos-
sibility rejects the fact that the system we are consider-
ing is in fact not in an equilibrium state, and the energy
can be lowered by simply transferring electrons to achieve
equilibrium. However, what is more interesting is that
the original nonequilibrium steady state solution we find
at O(l ) still remains at order O(1/N) (with Tr, slightly
modified), indicating that the solution in fact represents a
stable, nonequilibrium steady state of the system in the
prescence of dissipation. We shall analyze this steady
state solution in the following.

The Green's functions G and G for a spin-o elec-
tron are given by [15,16]

G~(co) =(e~c c ~e&
1

m+ I'6 —Eg+ H

+(~~c. c.'~e)
co+ &6+ E~ —H
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—Tlr/I is the wave-function renormalization constant for
the ground state. The discontinuity is of order O(1) on
the left Fermi surface, and is of order O(Tg/hp) on the
right. The imaginary part of Z (ru) has the following
properties around the two Fermi surfaces. For hp & T~,
we find that ImZ (cu) =0 for pL —Tlr & ru(pg+T~.
The Fermi liquid lifetime ImZ (co) —(Ap) [101 is found
to be missing in our O(l/N) calculation. For Ap & T~,
we find that ImZ (p~) & ImX (pt) —(Ap —T~), indi-
cating that the dynamics for the particle decay in this re-
gime is non-Fermi-liquid-like. This is not surprising since
it is well known that in the equilibrium situation, Fermi
liquid behavior is expected only at ~co

—
p~ ( Tg. The ap-

pearance of finite ImZ (cu) on the Fermi surfaces for
hp & Tg indicates that in this regime, the Kondo peaks
will be broadened by inelastic effects (with the lower en-

ergy Kondo peak broadened more), and the broadening
increases with increasing hp. To examine the Kondo
peaks, we compute the spectral function S(ru) = —(I/x)
&& ImG„, (ru) to order O(l/N) and the results for three
different values of hp are shown in Fig. 1. We have tak-
en I I =I g =0.5, D=100, c, = —5, and pg = —pL in our
calculations. The Kondo temperature at equilibrium is
Tgo=0.036 for this set of' parameters. To order O(1),
the only feature in S is S(cu) =AS(cu —pl —T~), corre-
sponding to a sharp Kondo resonance at co=pL+T~.
This feature persists to order O(l/N), resulting in the
nonanalytic behavior of S(ru) around cu —pl. + Tg in Fig.
1. The reason for this nonanalytic behavior in the 1/N
expansion is that the lifetime effects in S, i I —i
&&1m' (ru), is of order O(l/JV) in the I/N expansion
[15]. Thus a straight forward expansion of S(ru) to order
O(l/N) will have the singularity remaining around
cu-pi. + T~ (except that the values of Zs and Tg are re-
normalized). The singularity can be removed only if one

performs an infinite order resummation of the I /N series,
as in the case of noncrossing approximation [15]. Never-
theless, the splitting of the left and right Kondo peaks as
hp increases is clear in our figure. Notice that the left
Kondo peak is getting narrower (Tg decreases) and the
spectral weight is shifted to the right Kondo peak as hp
increases. Notice also that a rather large amount of spec-
tral weight is still concentrated at the region pR & co

& pI, even for Ap)) Tz, indicating that quantum coher-
ence around the Fermi surface persists even though the
Kondo peaks are largely broadened by the inelastic effect.

To examine the Kondo effect further, we study the
current-voltage relation of the system. The current I is

given by [17]
I D

I = 2 —f „,d „dru [ni (ru) ng—(ru) ]S(ru),

where I"„,d =I"I I g/I . The factor of 2 is coming from spin
summation. It is clear that at zero temperature, I is a
measure of the total spectral weight sandwiched between

pg and pr. . Our results are shown in Fig. 2 where we
have plotted the differential conductance dI/dp as a func-
tion of pL for fixed pR =0. The other parameters are
chosen as before. Notice that only one single peak cen-
tered at pl =pg with the half-width —Tgo is observed in

the differential conductance. This is because the Kondo
resonances are always pinned at Fermi surfaces and with
decreasing strength as Ap increases. As temperature in-
creases, the peak in dI/dp decreases gradually with the
characteristic temperature —Tgo without broadening
(finite temperature properties of the system are studied
by a combination of high temperature expansion and the
equation of motion method [4]). Notice that the charac-
teristic Kondo temperatures at different Ap's are in fact
different. Taking I L —I g and assuming hp)) Tgo, we
find that Tg(pi ) (Tgo/Ap) Tgp. The decreasing Tg
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F'IG. 1. Spectral functions of the retarded on-site Green's
function for three different values of Ap: Ap =O. I (dotted line),
Ap =0.3 (dot-dashed line), and hp =0.7 (solid line). The other
parameters are chosen as stated in the text.

P,L

FIG. 2. Differential conductance dl/dp, with
plied bias (pL) at zero temperature. Notice that
is non-Lorentzian and asymmetric with respect to

pg =0, vs ap-
the line shape
pL =0.
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with increasing hp implies that for fixed finite tempera-
ture T~ TI(-, p, the Kondo peaks will get weakened and
disappear as Ap is large enough. Unfortunately this
effect does not have a strong effect on I- V characteristics
since contributions away from the Kondo peaks become
dom in a n t as h p increases.

We now discuss the physical reason why the Kondo
effect can exist in the nonequilibrium situation in the Kel-
dysh approach. It is convenient to imagine the coupling
of the ~, state to reservoirs V„'s as perturbations in our
variational approach. At zero temperature the unper-
turbed state consists of two filled Fermi seas with an

empty c site. Turning on the perturbation adiabatically
changes the wave function continuously. As long as the
perturbation introduces no divergence or instability, no
other states will be generated and the resulting wave
function will still be a quantum coherent spin-singlet
state. Notice, however, that since we are in a nonequili-
brium situation, the resulting spin-singlet state may have
a character different from the equilibrium Kondo state.
In fact, the Kondo resonance behavior is found to be very
different in a small U expansion treatment of the sym-
metric Anderson model out of equilibrium [10]. In our
I/JV expansion, we find that Kondo peaks pinned to both
Fermi surfaces exist to order O(I/1V). A more rigorous
analysis is needed to see whether the Kondo character
found in the present treatment survives to infinite order.

Another more fundamental question is whether it is

correct to assume that at low enough temperature a
current carrying state in a mesoscopic system can be de-
scribed using the Keldysh adiabatic perturbation tech-
nique as a nonequilibrium quantum coherent state as we
consider here. The usual justification of such a treatment
is that dissipation is absent in mesoscopic systems. A
more detailed analysis of the thermodynamic meaning
and consequences of the assumption can be found in Ref.

[I 8].
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